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NOWADAYS SITUATION IN OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY OF
COMPLEX NETWORK IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC AND EU
Zbyněk Martínek, Veronika Královcová
ABSTRACT
The construction of power plant’s blocks with bigger output, better parameters and with
higher level of automation lay higher requirements on reliability of power blocks. The results
from operation show that with increasing size of blocks the reliability goes down. This
decrease is manifested by higher number of blackouts. This contribution deals with problems
of current state of reliability in operation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The reliability of device in operation is one of the most important atribute which defines a
quality. The precaution in increasing the reliability and quality is forefront in economical
interests all over the world. One of the efficient means for increasing the quality are the
reliability theory methods which are based on general physical theories linked with
mathematical methods which can objectively evaluate the reliability of device. The real
reliability of device or its part is measured by the level of performance capability, lifetime
period, corrigibility, captive time, economy and others. These attributes must be calculated
from equipollent data so the results from different equipment can be compared and used for
controling, designing and constructing of new equipment and for improvement of production.
The appropriateness of theory of reliability to secure the reliability of complex device was
proven by results. It shows that the reliability theory can be well aplicated on the theory of
reliability in power engineering, especially in the field of power plants. Using electrical
devices is characterized by many conditions which are similar in power plants, too. For
example, complex equipment and continuous operating cycle, high standards for reliability and
so on.
The application of theory of reliability is in nowadays in fast progress. There are high
expectations and standards for reliability of power plant block because of higher level of
regulation, high requests for reliability of power plants, blocks and whole networks. The
experience shows that with growing size of blocks there is a lower reliability which is
indicated by increasing number of stoppage and blackouts, lower captive time and lower
lifetime period. Therefor there are a precaution whitch are focused on increasing the reliability.
These precautions for increasing the reliability and economy must include all fields of
activities, such as designing, costruction, production and service of device. It is possible to
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apply the theory of reliability to calculate a reliability feature which directly influences the
deliveries of power energy. When there are standards for reliability it is easier to arrange the
contol of the network, power backup, service, time of repares and others. These aplications are
profitable for a producer and for user of power equipment. One of the most used applications
are those for prediction of indicators of reliability of new devices.
Basics for above mentioned applications are information about behaviour of power devices in
operation. Models for prediction of operation of network if they use the probability utterance
there are many simplified expression. In these models there is not used the real reliability
characteristic of each power block, but for the evaluation of captive time is used the binomial
distribution. Blocks are arranged to groups which have similar output and for these groups we
calculate the probability of blackout q. We assume that the probabilities of blackout are same
for all block in the group.
The probability that in group which has n devices will be m devices broken is set by binomial
distribution.
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In models we often work with the mean time between failure 1sm λ
= , where λ is intensity of
failure. We can use the Markov process model for simple devices, but for those more complex
such as electrical network we rather use the simulation methods, for example Monte Carlo. For
shortterm prediction isn’t Monte Carlo method appropriate. In some countries are for
shortterm prediction and operative management of electrical network used real reliability
characteristic of individual power blocks with connection to diagram of power demand and
power backup.
In dispatching in ČEPS-EU there were model for preparation of operation with determination
of power backups that originated in avaradge brake-down rate then there were models based
on division of power plants into groups and finaly nowadays model that is characterized by
model of complex program for mediumterm and longterm preparation of operation of
electrical network. This model uses the reliability characteristic and the analysis of reliability
is calculated with method Monte Carlo.
In present practise is the preparation of daily operation done in classical way, it is the
summation of disponible available power. The problem is that the data about the captive time
of block is valid only in that moment, when it was recorded so it should be supplemented by
the probability of abidance in that state for a fixed time.
In Research Institut for Power Engineering are the works focused mainly on the longterm
prognosis. From the analysis of problems of shortterm prediction we can assume that there is
no efficient model for operational management that can cover the daily power diagram and
which would respect the real reliability characteristic of individual power blocks and consider
the time that they have been already operational.
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There is also no model for systematical monitoring of each power block in operation and
prediction of following operation which will respect a number of hour that have pass from the
last standdown with a different distribution of time between failure and time between working.
The main facts which are needed for another calculation or theoretical solution are included in
the theory of reliability. These calculations can for example be continuous probability
distribution and its evaluation, the model or reliability of power plant block with the main
mechanism of failure. The block is in the beginning considered as nonrepairable, later it is
generally considered as repariable dualstate system with exponential distribution. Than we
generalize even futher, we say that the system has 3 or more states. After that we use the
Weibull distribution and simplify further from the last standdown to final solution of mixed
model. When we solve the calculation for one block we calculate new task where se have the
system of cooperating power blocks in network.
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